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About This Game

Explore an intriguing world in The Book of Desires, a thrilling Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game! Ashley had a horrible
dream where she traveled to a strange world. When she awoke she realized it was just a nightmare, but her reality turns out to be

just as scary. Help her escape with her life in this exciting adventure!

Beautiful graphics

Challenging mini-games

Captivating story!
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No... Just no.... Not much of a storyline - and the gameplay is very quick...but it was worth it for a hidden object game.. As
someone mentioned, some of the puzzle doesn't work. I had the issue with the Statues, but using the skipping button I was able
to progress in the game. The game was ok, but I guess easy to forget.
The hidden objects were just hidden well enough that you can't just click around and hope to hit them.
The story was interesting, but very short. I liked the puzzle about the stars the most.
Overall not a bad game (excluding the technical issue), but not the best I have played.
. Bugged out everytime I reached the girl's bedroom - the inventory disappeared - so I couldn't continue.. I really enjoy this
game.
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this game is from the best puzzels game ever played it story seems good i love puzzels :) i gives that game 9/10. Buggy as hell....
Not much of a storyline - and the gameplay is very quick...but it was worth it for a hidden object game.. This game is very
buggy. On one puzzle, you have to use an item from your inventory. However, as soon as I did, the item disappeared into thin
air, leaving me unable to solve the puzzle. I had no other choice but to use the skip option to continue playing. Others have
reported this as well.
The puzzles are very easy, the game as a whole is not very challenging. As far as the story goes, it's very shallow. And if it wasn't
for the game continuously telling you that you play as a little girl, you would never know, because she doesn't act as a little child
at all.

Looking at the price of this game, I would say, there are better hidden object games for sale for less money.. Well the flower
puzzle is broken so I would give it 0 with potential for improvement if fixed so that it could be played.. Buggy as hell.... As
someone mentioned, some of the puzzle doesn't work. I had the issue with the Statues, but using the skipping button I was able
to progress in the game. The game was ok, but I guess easy to forget.
The hidden objects were just hidden well enough that you can't just click around and hope to hit them.
The story was interesting, but very short. I liked the puzzle about the stars the most.
Overall not a bad game (excluding the technical issue), but not the best I have played.
. Other negative reviews are fairly accurate.

Game is short. Story is disjointed and hard to follow. Text is poorly edited (though that's practically a feature of the genre,
right?). Puzzles are, for the most part, almost boringly easy., but I still had to skip a few because they bugged out. HO scenes are
nice but it feels like you're finding the same objects over and over.

Overall, I don't regret playing it: it was an adequately fun way to spend a few hours (notably longer play time cause I left it
running while I ate dinner, and played with my dog, and read Facebook). I won't replay it, and I wouldn't pay for it again.
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